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 ملخص البحث

 كلددكا ة اعددة ملرفيددة لبايددة الا  دد   
ي
ان موضوعة الاخر في التصميم الكرافيكي والاعلان فيه تحديدددا

الفكددرف فددي ماتومدد ا الا ددداع ا االرفيددة والفكرهددة ادد  ي دمدده مددن  تن دديد ضددمءة ومل ددن ضددمن اليدد ا  ددرا    فددي  

مدد   ددو  لا ف واات دد  لاا الاا ةيددة التصميم الاعلاني التة تمتهرا وفق الاخددر وع ددج  تن دديد  الاصولاددية والاخددتلا 

 عاددد م ت ددد  ن ددتلر   دد   
ي
 ة  فلا ل فكر التصميمة وم  كلكا من تن ي ا الاخر في التصددميم الاعلانيبواادد  ا

الد اعددة ااوعددومة يتن يدد ا الاخددر فددي التصددميم الكرافيكددي  لتواددع ااوضددو  ع ددج ا  لددة فصو  ت ددمن الفصددا 

ييمددد تي تن يددد ا الاخدددر فدددي التصدددميم الكرافيكدددي  امددد   ددددف الد اعدددةيالتلرف الاو  ملدددك ة البحدددث   لا ددد    الا  

فددددي اددددده  ددددد ك ددددهم  موضددددو  البحددددث ا  دددد  ي  عاددددد تن يدددد ا الاخددددر فددددي التصددددميم الكرافيكي  مدددد  ضددددم   ميددددة البحددددث

خطددو  ع ميددة فدددي فهددم يددد  ر  تن يدد ا الاخدددر التددة ةخ دده عدددن ررهددق مبت دددخ الاتن  دد ا الفكرهدددة وا ة يددة ةاخدددا 

انسددددد  مه  مددددد  الاتن  ددددد ا الفايدددددة ااتنددددد و   ملهددددد ب و  دددددد يفيدددددد البحدددددث ا ختصددددد ن فدددددي منددددد   التصدددددميم الددددداص و 

 عدددددن تحديدددددد ب الاعلاندددددي عدددددن ررهدددددق تب دددددو  فكدددددر ااصدددددمم الكرافيكدددددي لتح يدددددق الا ددددددا  الفكدددددرف التصدددددميمة 
ي
ف دددددلا

وفددق الاخددر   والفصددا ااصددطل  ابام  الفصددا الادد ني ت ددمن يمفهددو  الاخددر  وي اليدد ا  ددرا   التصددميم الاعلانددي 

 :دالا لث تم اعتلرا  الاعتات ج ا التة ت ماه

 

ب ان الاخر تماا  حر ته  ات   فءة جديد غ ج ا تب ره  مف  يم التحو  والتطو  والتغ ج كونه  مف  يم 1

الي ا ضماية في تناي الاخر في الاعلان ع ج ادت  له من الا  ه ا د ااتحو  ل ولاو  ا د اشك   جديد  

 بث حتى تب   للاخر دحو تحولاا  ا ةيةبلات 

بتما ددده جميددد  ا فكددد   التددددة تحددد و   ن تحلدددة امخدددر   ددددد  لدددكيا  ايدددة مدددن ااتك ف دددد ا تراطهددد  علا ددد ا توعدددد  2

  ع ة  ا خ ق ع ج التحو  اا تمر    و ع ج علا  ا التك ما والإغا     ن ااراج  ب  جا 

لبا ةه عاد م توى  لكيا  اية التصميمية   ب  لدةية تن ي ا امخر ع ج الي ا  را   التصميم الاعلاني 3

ف   اات   لاا  و الفكر  وال ف يتم عن ررهق واحد  و   ثج من ااؤشراا الا دوهة ؛ الاصولاية   الإختلا 

 الاا ةية ب

 
 .   saharasarhan@gmail.comكلية الفنون الجميلة،   -جامعة بغداد  1
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 في ضو  الاعتات ج ا التة تولا ه  ليه  الد اعة , توص ة الب حاة  م  يأ ي : 

ب امك دية اعاام   الاخر في التصميم الكرافيكي ع ج الطروح ا التة وا ه تن ي ا الاخر في التصميم 1

 الاعلانيب

 فة وجديد  بعن ررهق تحوهر وإزاحة ا دم ط ال    ة وتوليد  شك   مبت  

الفكر الاترف واعاام    والاعتم ة عاد ا عدد ليو والإجددرا اا التددة يطرحهدد     لاعتف ة  منب توص ة الد اعة 2

 الاخر عن اا ض ة ولتوليد  شك   ومل ني مبت فة جديد  في التصميم الاعلانيب

 الك م ا اافت حيةيالاخر  الاختلاف   الاصولاية   اات   لاا الاا ةية  
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Abstract 

The issue of the other in the graphic design and specifically the advertising 

constitutes a cognitive study of the structure of the intellectual expansion in the cognitive and 

intellectual creative systems because of the implicit and declared embodiment it provides 

within the mechanisms of reading in the advertising design that appeared according to the 

other and through the embodiment of the textualism, the difference and the binary opposites 

is nothing but a reaction to the design thought and  what constitutes of the manifestations of 

the other  in advertising design. Based on the above, we review this study (Manifestations of 

the Other in Graphic Design) to clarify the topic through four chapters. The first chapter 

included the research problem by asking the following question (What are the manifestations 

of the other in graphic design) As for the aim of the study (to identify the manifestations of the 

other in graphic design) and also included the importance of research which will contribute to 

a scientific step in understanding the phenomenon of the manifestations of the other, which 
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entered through various intellectual and literary trends within the text and their harmony with 

the artistic trends bordering with them and may benefit specialists in the field of advertising 

design by crystallizing the thinking of the graphic designer to achieve design intellectual 

creativity. As well as defining terms. As for the second chapter, it included (the concept of the 

other) and (the mechanisms of reading the advertising design according to the other) and the 

third chapter reviewed the conclusions that included: 

1- The other is represented by its movement as a new artistic system, through its connection 

with the concepts of transformation, development and change, being the concepts of implicit 

mechanisms in the manifestation of the other in the advertising through its transition from the 

fixed to the transformed to reach new forms that do not last until they are subject to the other 

towards constructive transformations. 

2- All the ideas that try to revive the other were represented in forming a structure of 

equivalents linked by mediating relationships for the re-creation through continuous 

transformation, or through complementary and enriching relationships between references. 

3- The multiplicity of the manifestations of the other through the mechanisms of reading the 

advertising design to build it at the level of forming a design structure, or thought, which is 

done by one or more of the secondary indicators; textualism, difference and binary opposites. 

In light of the conclusions reached by the study, the researcher recommended the following: 

1- The possibility of investing the other in graphic design through propositions that clarified 

the manifestations of the other in advertising design by altering and displacing previous 

patterns and generating different and new shapes. 

2- The study recommends making use of theoretical thought and investing it and relying on 

methods and procedures that the other proposes about the past, and to generate various new 

forms and meanings in advertising design. 

Keywords (other, difference, textual, binary opposites) 

Chapter 1 

First: - The research problem 

The formulas of the relationship with the other varied through the historical development of 

design in light of contemporary, including modern, post-modern and deconstructive, as 

designs adopted different types of it to form its structure within the limits of difference, 

textualism and binary opposites, and Derrida specified in the content of each structure or 

system that one of the two parts of the dual configuration is more important from the other, 
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which indicates the positive or the main, and the other negative or secondary, However, the 

binary formation has an algebraic relationship, and neither of them can exist without referring 

to the other, as it is a basic characteristic inherent in the design of the advertisement through a 

cognitive system in which the other moves, changing from a constructive formula to a sign 

and new constructive formulas, and it may not be subject in its transformation and in the final 

outcome its difference for any standard, but the subjectivity of the creative designer or the 

mentality of the actually different designer in defining it and changing its structural system. 

From here the researcher formulated her research problem. What are the other manifestations 

of graphic design? 

Second: The importance of research and the need for it: The importance of research lies in 

that: 

1- The current research topic contributes to a scientific step in understanding the 

phenomenon of the manifestations of the other, which entered through various intellectual 

and literary trends within the text and their harmony with the artistic trends bordering with 

them. 

2- The research may benefit specialists in the field of advertising design by crystallizing the 

thinking of the graphic designer to achieve design intellectual creativity. 

Third: Research objective: The current research aims to: 

Identifying the manifestations the other in graphic design 

Fourth: Defining terms 

1- The other 

Philosophically: 

The concept of the other manifests itself in various dimensions represented in the similarity or 

the difference by defining the ego philosophically as a thinking self. 

http://www.enashir.com/blogs/tarik/8854/ Jun, 25, 2006 

 Louis defines it as: 

One of the main concepts that the design focused on as a structure, or a system consisting of 

pairs, or a binary configuration that represents the basic unit of these structures or systems, or 

from two expressions, one of which is the other, and both of them are placed within a certain 

level of the relationship between them. (Louis, 1996, p3) 

Procedurally: 
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It is the associative relationship that is homogeneous and intertwined in dualism and 

intellectual readings, and in order to achieve complementarity between them, it is necessary to 

present the presence of the other in the advertising design. 

Chapter 2 

First: The concept of the other 

The other is the catalyst for any reading of existence being a cognitive being relied upon in the 

extreme moments of thinking that impose itself, and here (Ricoeur) decides the impossibility 

of constructing a one-sided dialectics between the Equivalent and the other which, according 

to Leviannis, will become the one who is able to guide the ego to what it is. It is a responsibility 

and makes it reach its end, and Ricoeur, unlike Levianis, tries to follow a second path and form 

a new model for the other as (the ego - the coherent - imposed on the ego)This other is the 

structure of the knowledgeable self and enters the core of its psychological architecture from 

an unknowing point of view, and by means of which it reconciles with moments of self-

esteem and surrender of the ego, the identity of the other precedes the identity of the other on 

which this other can only be reached by his ability to interpret. The moment of interpretation 

is somewhere between the ego's defense of itself as it is ("I think therefore I am). (Descartes) 

and recoiling and contempt for this defense. (Jabr, 2017, p. 14) 

This is because the inner (ego), hidden behind the veil of private thinking, which produces its 

thoughts from within the positions of the self with all its peculiarities, problems, centers of 

weakness and power, and its belief and doubts about what it owns and what it is made, but it 

is in fact intertwined with the other in the most special of its peculiarities and has made its 

faculties, history and beliefs in the existence of the other That lies outside and inside the self at 

the same moment, It is unable to transcend its internal structure and heritage, which was built 

with the existence of the other, and this is only because art is a product of a sensitive subject 

that has the ability to express what was imprinted in it from the cosmic signals that reach it 

through its delicate sense, and the designer artist, as he expresses himself and internalizes it, 

provides us with information about the reality of the human soul and life and its realities. 

Indeed, some critics declare that what is considered in the artistic effect is the subjective 

character of the era and the environment in which the effect arose and not the subjective 

character of the artist (designer) self and they take this feature as a reason to evaluate the 

design work and determine its aesthetics, Every literary product is an expression of his era, for 

its content and form are caused by the taste, habits and inclinations of that era, and the more 
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the artist’s status is magnified, the stronger and clearer the dependency that subordinates the 

character of his product to the character of his time (Arvon, 1975, p19). And as a scientific 

expression without the mechanical separation between the two expressions, it is to recognize 

the work of art as a value in itself and in others and as a mere expression of creation and 

significance at the same time, I, he and others, the self, the subject and the date together, the 

moment and the subject together, the ego and the we in the definite and absolute time and 

place simultaneously, the structure, the movement, the form and the content are all binary 

connotations that show the value of the figurative text. The natural representation here is not 

its primary concern, but the semantic or indicative representation. (Al-Youssef, 2011, p.79). 

The disagreement about knowing the other can be overcome from Schiller's point of view 

because he believes that the other does not consist of a duality, one part of which is hidden 

and the other visible, or two halves, one of them is devoted to internal perception and the 

other to external perception because they are deeply interconnected. Rather, it is a totality that 

is exemplified by its external appearances and we can know it completely, so the other is not a 

stranger (I). As for Deleuze, he believes that the other is not that visible object, or that other 

person, it is the structure of the perceptual field, as it is a system of interactions between 

individuals as (others), so when the self realizes something, it cannot surround it in its entirety 

except through others. So the other is an absolute structure that manifests itself in the 

perceptual possible and is an expression of a possible world, and knowledge of the other must 

be a structural knowledge. In the twentieth century, we find that this mixture between the 

existentialist and the other was shaping the works of many contemporary philosophers who 

in turn influenced the theorists of identity, race, and nationality. Which formed a huge series 

of studies into existence (De Beauvoir.1989.p2). 

Second: The mechanisms for reading the advertising design according to the other 

Despite the multiplicity of mechanisms of transformational investigation by the action of the 

other in the structures of form, technology and conceptual system, there are some cognitive 

concepts that the researcher finds it necessary to refer to through the fundamentals of 

advertising design. Therefore, the researcher had to review them and explain their actions and 

focus on the manifestations of the other in advertising design as a key indicator. To construct 

the other at the level of forming a design structure, or thought, which is done by means of one 

or more secondary indicators; textualism, difference, binary opposites. 
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1- Textualism: The idea of the other in the text lies in the nature of the relationship of the text 

with what preceded it and the reflection of one with the other in light of the idea of impact and 

its connection with the idea of presence and absence, as the propositions clarified this 

relationship starting as the design is a final outcome of a topic and meaning, so it can be called 

a text, which we see often contains something else, in which its simulation and approach 

represent another topic. And when the texts are primary sources, the textualism represents 

that phenomenon of the text, which is a case for the latter and the effect of it is not original 

because it carries the possibility of another text preceding it, meaning that there is a first and 

another text present within it, so the existence of the other in the text carries ambiguity, but 

there are present effects that indicate it. So, the otherness here is the effect as the presence of 

absence (Eisenman, 1989, p. 42). 

Here intertextuality requires the new structural composition of adjacent texts and on the basis 

of the unusualness of the aesthetic design, so that in the end there is an effective effect on the 

taste of the recipient, since intertextuality within the concept of the other is a mechanism for 

penetrating neighboring texts to reconstruct them according to formulas that alienate them 

from their first places until they almost do not end with a specific gender, and this is what 

makes intertextuality work within The area of the other different transformation, which in 

turn establishes semantics, opens the absolute possibilities of interpretation, stimulating the 

reading mind  to enter the text and dialogue. (Al-Ghadami, 1994, p.6). We notice in Figure (1) 

the designer's intention to employ text and intertextuality is a modification of other texts in 

the advertisement for PepsiCo, placing the product on the insect being a low-calorie drink, 

which enabled the insect to carry it and in an unfamiliar manner that intersects and 

intertwines in which vocabulary taken from other related designs interferes with each other to 

come in the new contemporary form by borrowing an image that embodies the user’s identity 

and form a new language by using ready-made texts and placing them in new texts drawn 

from the designer's savings, in harmony with the other's memory. 
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Figure (1) 

2- The difference: Difference is one of the basic pillars of the methodology of deconstruction, 

and it is necessary to study its significance and uncover its hybrid roots from a number of 

vocabulary, and it indicates contrast, difference, and dissimilarity or similarity in the form, and 

it means the existence of one other than the existence of the other, postponement, delay and 

adjournment and obstruction, and it means that there is a bond combines the two, which is 

temporary or postponed. It is clear that variation and dispersion are properties of spatial things 

related to space, while postponement and delay are related to time. and when this other can 

get out of the circle of controversy, as the contradiction fades out at the level of the 

composition, it does not become a subordinate to a different self, as in the figure (2) we see 

the shift around the other form occurring in the advertisement as that shape transformed to 

take another new form in which the language of the other is an indication and is the most 

correct and this is what takes the form out of its stillness and confinement around the 

concepts of the basis of formal stability towards a process and continuity of a renewed and 

continuous transformation of the other. The difference here clarifies the relationship between 

the contradictory forms through metaphor, which is the basis of the relationship between the 

form and the intruder other or the added one. 
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Figure (2) 

As the focus on the importance of the other is by describing it as an exposing of the structures 

of intellectual systems has achieved its objectives in an attempt to deny or destroy the 

foundations on which the binary opposites were based. (Eisenman, 1993, p. 11). 

3- Binary opposites: These are the topics adopted by contemporary design trends due to their 

importance in forming and generating shape, although the formulas for dealing with them 

differ from modern designs to deconstructive ones, which they focused heavily on, and 

adopted their approach to criticize the western centralism. After adopting the designs of many 

of them, which are often arranged within a hierarchical distribution, where one of the 

concepts is always dominant while the influence of the other diminishes and becomes 

subsidiary, these priorities were adopted as the basis for many design ideas. We find that the 

shifting figure suggested a case for the binary characteristic, so instead of placing one over the 

other, and instead of the hierarchical distribution of the relationship between them, a state of 

doubt and uncertainty (effect) emerged from the collection of equivalents, so displacement 

does not occur when one concept is very dominant, so the second concept must be within the 

first concept, and thus designs are based on revealing what is between within these 

classifications.  

A) Binary relationship presence / absence: The presence relationship is represented by the 

presence of one of its parties that always calls for the presence of the other (absent), and this 

duality is the basis that deconstruction adopted in criticizing metaphysics, undermining its 

foundations and transforming its epistemological equation from the power of presence to the 

absence of meaning and the multiplicity of its connotations. The presence and absence is the 

given that constitutes a critical culmination of the other's sayings and its mechanisms, as it 
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represents the cognitive fruit of the deconstructive analysis, because all the procedures of the 

critical process of deconstruction are subject to the presence of functions and the absence of 

the signified, which gives the other continuous because the bet is beyond the direction of 

absence.   (Al-Sheikh, 2002, p. 166), as shown in figure (3). 

 

 
Figure (3) 

We notice in the design the presence of the man’s personality by embodying the shape of the 

mustache on the advertised product (Pepsi) for its importance in generating meanings, and the 

shape of the other was manifested in a different manner in the advertisement, which led to the 

active and dynamic effect by forming structures of equivalents through which the dominance 

of one of the binaries over the other is canceled Then a state of intertwining appeared, the 

state of presence and absence in the advertisement, and this duality was devoted in 

advertising design to generate meanings when both parties work together to achieve 

eloquence and re-creation based on the concepts of displacement and the different other in 

search of perpetual communication with the recipient and the emphasis on finding a balance 

between presence and absence In the visual text where each party leads to the other. 

B) The signifier / signified binary: This duality was strongly embodied in the language in order 

that the signs could have a clear and explicit system in the expression of many sensory and 

philosophical concepts, and the emergence of the relationship of the other here lies in the 

nature of signs and functions and the meanings they express, which range from clear, frank 

and transparent to Mysterious and ambiguous. And since structuralism believes that both the 

signifier and the signified are separate, then post-structuralism sees them come together, and 

the same applies to advertising design, as the designer tends to separating the relationship 

between them to achieve displacement and create a greater possibility to reflect on the nature 

of the resulting meaning and open the way to its plurality. All this depends on separating 
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things and not dealing with them as binary opposites such as meaning / function, meaning / 

creation, meaning / form, (Ibrahim, 1990, p23) as in Figure (4). The other manifested itself 

through its relationships by attempting the designer in the design environment in form, 

technology and concept that makes it possible for that design to break free within the field of 

aesthetic creativity to replace the images of the familiar, the finite and the ideal model with the 

images of expectation and surprise by the act of the other indicative and meaningful, as the 

other was a tool to erase the main breaks that changed the taste of vision and the mechanisms 

of aesthetic implementation in advertising through the employment of color , form, expressive 

and aesthetic. 

 

 
Figure (4) 

C) Form / content binary: This duality can be described as being essential in shaping the 

structure of advertising design, the first of which is physical or appearance, and the other is 

intellectual or essence, which is described by the dynamics of the physical side, so the two 

parties are inseparable and neither of them can be separated from the other by a wall, a thin 

shell, or an imaginary line, as it is not possible to define precisely where and when the content 

begins and the form ends, and vice versa as long as the relationship of one to the other 

depends on the system that governs and defines their relationship. As for the advertisement, 

the trend of modernity is considered the first to raise the saying of unity between the two 

because it adopts the principle of combining the contradictions to an extent that neither of 

them knows the other and the essence of that lies in their overlapping and intertwining 

together, between what is a vital relationship that cannot be separated, and that what is 

between them of mixing and interaction is as deep as we could say that one produces the 

other. The formalists separated them, relying on the ability of the form to express itself and 
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thus does not need the content as a complement to it, in contrast to the Russian formalists 

who considered the content a manifestation of the form and postmodern ideas supported that 

when it considered the form as the content because neither of them exists without the other. 

D) The binary of disassembly / rebuilding: This binary emerged after the representation of the 

role of the other, which was restricted to performing a marginal function; The self is the center 

and the other is the  periphery, as the deconstruction incited the recognition of the other as a 

cognitive necessity to understand the self through the concept of difference by exposing it to 

the mechanisms of center and concentration in all its forms, as long as his outward rhetoric 

embodies the impossible about meaning (Jacques, 2017, p.11) 

And the cognitive systems that formed this center and an attempt to embody the other in 

advertising design. Therefore, deconstruction is an attempt to demolish Western 

existentialism based on clarity of hierarchical distribution in binary opposites that are based 

on a constant and transcendent meaning, as in Figure (5). 

 

 
Figure (5) 

The researcher sees the realization of the unexpected as a transforming system in design and 

forming the self of the other to demolish and rebuild the idea, not just the design, here the 

designer demonstrates the idea that was formed in the mind of the recipient about the 

aesthetics of the idea and its imbued values with familiar and prevalent reference centers, 

which deconstruction tried to undermine its stability by proving its contradictions. This 

enables it to abolish the boundaries between binary opposites, leading to a world of complete 

becoming without foundation and without origin, but without center, in which a settlement 

takes place between all things and absolute relativism prevails. Therefore, deconstruction is 

described as the strategy that establishes difference and inclusion together, because it is not 
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destructive and not building, not with the discourse of margin or decentralization versus the 

center, or the subject versus the other, or vice versa. 

Chapter Three 

First: Conclusions 

1- The other is represented by its movement as a new artistic system, that changed its 

connection with the concepts of transformation, development and change, being the concepts 

of mechanisms implicit in the manifestation of the other in the advertisement through its 

transition from the fixed to the transformed to reach new forms that do not last until they are 

subject to the other towards constructive transformations. 

2- All the ideas that try to revive the other were represented in forming a structure of 

equivalents linked by mediating relationships for the sake of re-creation through continuous 

transformation, or through complementary and enriching relationships between references. 

3- The multiplicity of the manifestations of the other through the mechanisms of reading the 

advertising design to build it at the level of forming a design structure, or thought, which is 

done by one or more of the secondary indicators; textualism, difference and binary opposites. 

4- The propositions clarified that the two parties to the relationship in any duality are two 

related concepts that cannot be separated from the other, for the existence of either of them 

always presupposes the presence of the other, and thus it can be said that the relationship 

between the two is simultaneous and interdependent. 

5- The manifestation of the other, reduce its marginalization in interaction and raise its value 

by promoting the unfamiliar and undermining some of the concepts and expressions on 

which advertising designs have focused, as this necessitated the disclosure of binary opposites 

within a fixed and sequential structure, and to confirm that seeking to revive or revitalize 

otherness represents progress in advertising designs and communication.  

6- The other moves from established constants in consciousness to effective fords that lead to 

the realization of the different, variable form according to processes occurring in the system of 

absolute constants in which the same different is a spoken other. 

Second: Recommendations: The researcher recommends the following: 

1- The possibility of investing the other in advertising design through propositions that 

illustrated the manifestations of the other in advertisement by mutating and displacing 

previous patterns and generating different and new shapes. 
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2- The study recommends making use of theoretical thought and investing it and relying on 

methods and procedures that the other proposes about the past, and to generate various new 

forms and meanings in the advertisement. 
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